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When Nigeria gained Independence on October 1, 1960, I was a small boy, but the euphoria that attended the
&lsquo;freedom&rsquo; was celebrated with exhilaration. They termed it in Yoruba Ominira ti de. With that euphoria, one
thought that today, 48 years after, we would have reached the &lsquo;Promised Land&rsquo;, our Eldorado of rich and
plenty
When Nigeria gained Independence on October 1, 1960, I was a small boy, but the euphoria that attended the
&lsquo;freedom&rsquo; was celebrated with exhilaration. They termed it in Yoruba Ominira ti de. With that euphoria, one
thought that today, 48 years after, we would have reached the &lsquo;Promised Land&rsquo;, our Eldorado of rich and
plenty. Yes, indeed God has richly endowed us with schools in full swing everywhere and hospitals with up-to-date
facilities in operation &ndash; that our presidents would not now go abroad for the slightest headache &ndash; that our
economy would be buoyant, our agriculture would develop parri passu petroleum resources, that our roads would have
matched the Apian Way types, etc, etc. But we are still moving at a millipede speed! Could we say rightly that Nigeria
moves 48 steps forward and 48 steps backward? Are we achieving backward integration? If then I had a bet with people
from Asia, wouldn&rsquo;t I be trailing them now and be ashamed of myself because of where my country &ndash; the
&lsquo;giant of Africa&rsquo; has placed me? We can say without equivocation that our undoing had been leadership
&ndash; bad and selfish leadership, without direction, focus and vision. Our leaders, politicians, civil servants, police,
armed forces, everybody in and out of office have been selfish &ndash; selfish to the point of scandal and palpitations.
What with adhoc - short term &ndash; interim plans, no national plans &ndash; we have short-changed ourselves and
stalled our progress and forward march to greatness: we have allowed the Asian Tigers to belittle us &ndash; where is
Malaysia with rubber? What has happened to South Korea with nuclear prowess, what of Indonesia? What of even South
Africa in Africa here with us? Things (the system) worked well in colonial times, why is it that they are not working now
that we are independent and presumed free? The soul of the nation is bleeding. The Bible says where your treasure is
there your heart will be also, but it seems the country&rsquo;s political leaders are far from where the treasure is and we
ask whether our leaders of today are patriotic and nationalistic? The Asian Tigers planned for it and got economic and
political freedom: they had direction and vision, but here we are with no vision. Malaysia had Vision 2020, whereas our
Vision 2010 has turned to Vision 2020. We are assuring ourselves that we&rsquo;ll make it (economic breakthrough) in
2020! Are we not dreaming? Are we not suffering from hallucination? Are we serious when we cannot manage ourselves
and even to dish out information on the President&rsquo;s health and whereabouts? The problem with us and the
leaders of the nation is multifarious, but we have to start by making laws and following them; have regard for our
constitution and respect for each other, love ourselves and forget all forms of prejudice among, between and within
ourselves (and not one set of laws for the rich/leaders and another set of laws for the poor/followers). We should stop
politicising issues and policies. The holy Bible tells us that it is only the TRUTH that shall set us free! Do we tell the truth?
We hate ourselves, that&rsquo;s the truth about ourselves. The fact of the matter is that where our constitution says we
have a Federal Republic (we ought to practice federalism and resource control), we are talking with tongues in our
cheeks. The Niger Delta militants have said so, as a condition to ameliorate the problems in the area: we have to
restructure from that glaring injustice marshalled by successive military juntas, and allow peace to reign supreme in this
land that God Almighty has given us to farm, live in and explore. We do know that there are multitudes of problems, too
numerous to count &ndash; from the political, economic, social, religious - welfare amenities, educational benefits,
housing, you name it. When it was Electricity Corporation of Nigeria, ECN, there was ample and enough light for
everyone but whither (power) electricity today? There was water board and we had adequate water to drink, but now,
it&rsquo;s like there is water everywhere but none to drink. When they saw oil (petroleum products), they jettisoned
cocoa, groundnut and coal. They also called off rubber which today Malaysia has used for its benefits and credit. What
of the economy, judiciary, sports, education (36 tertiary varsities are illegal; and there is private / independent education
new and different from what we used to have (public schools); we have changed from the basic 6-3-3-4 system to
another system) agriculture (they rested this for the &lsquo;black gold&rsquo;), transportation, fuel, petrol palaver and of
course, security. Have our police, armed forces and security operatives faired well? What of areas of our social wellbeing? Assassinations, women/children trafficking, ritual killings, are rampant. We are unable to shun long years of
military psyche. We still behave as if we are in a military regime. All our character, mannerism and etiquette are still
military &ndash; we regiment ourselves to the crack of doom. What of corruption? We were, some six years ago, a near
pariah nation. We are now 121 in the annual Transparency International corruption index. It shows that we have got to do
something fast about corruption which has become endemic, cancerous and debilitating. Where are our hospitals? Our
leaders jet out to foreign hospitals for mere headache. They live our clinics to lie fallow and remain &lsquo;consulting
clinics.&rsquo; Our roads, airports and seaports are nothing to write home about. The summary here is that they are
avenues for carnage. Mildly put, they are not safe! The failed banks or bureau de changes where a lot of
depositors&rsquo; / customers&rsquo; monies were trapped, what is the Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN, doing about it?
This area cries for justice like other areas. What of &lsquo;accidental discharges&rsquo; by policemen and what about
extra judicial killings by the government using the police and army to perpetuate same? The ceding of Bakassi to
Cameroun is injustice to the people who had lived there. We did very badly in sport in the year under review because
we believed in late starting (when other nations believe in early practices and preparations) and we politicise sport in
general until all political parties would have recommended the sportsmen and women to represent us, before we act.
What did we attain in Beijing, China? Nothing. It was a shame! The nation is bleeding; there is cry of redemption and
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freedom. We need emancipation not annihilation; we need justice not injustice and oppression; we deserve equitable
distribution of amenities not deprivation; and above all, love and peace of the Lord should guide our nation, for when the
people of Israel sinned, they called for national restoration which God granted them. We need national restoration now
and turn around in our national life, in our character, behaviour and in our utterances. We should change for the better.
The change we envisage like the Vision 2020 could be started with stable power, stable water supply, enough housing to
shelter the citizens, enough food with which the people can feed themselves through renewed and sustainable
agriculture, our educational system tailored to meet the needs of this country. We can start from there because we have
wasted many years in our planning. We have not been co-ordinated. We take many good steps forward, but take many
steps of retrogression; we wobble along taking the wrong steps often, not knowing where to go and what to hold unto at
any given time or moment. We had no compass to guide us: we had the blind men (leaders) leading a blind
followership. A blind followership like a compassless ship flounders and capsizes &ndash; may God not let us capsize.
Amen. We have glided to the precipice several times but God has always saved us from falling, from perishing. We have
said that God is God of Nigeria! While God is God of Nigeria (and the God of all nations), we must strive to do His will at
all times so that He can restore us like He did for Israel. For the holy Bible says if you &lsquo;Remove the chains of
oppression and the yoke of injustice, and let the oppressed go free &hellip;&hellip;. My favour will shine on you like the
morning sun and you shall be healed &hellip;' (Read Isaiah 58:6-12). We should fast like the Israelites because a true
fasting behoves repentance. We should repent and change our ways for national restoration, if we are not to run,
administer and belong to a failed state that is Nigeria.
Very Rev. Msgr. Osu is the director, Social Communications,
Lagos Archdiocese.
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